MEDIA & LIABILITY
RELEASE & WAIVER FORM
Limited Media & Liability Waiver & Release
In exchange for the opportunity to participate in certain Luna Jiménez Institute for Social
Transformation (“LJIST”) events and services, you agree to all of the following:
LJIST respects your privacy, your personal stories, and your willingness to share openly within
a safe setting. LJIST will not publicly reveal your identity in connection with your shared
personal stories or your sensitive personal information.
You otherwise grant LJIST and its representatives permission to video, photograph, interview,
and record you, your voice, appearances, and statements in relation to the LJIST events and
services (the “Media”). For the purposes of training, program development, and quality
assurance, LJIST may edit, publish, distribute, exhibit, and otherwise use the Media internally
within the LJIST organization, in any form or format, without restriction. LJIST may use Media
in its newsletter, on its website, on social media, and in its promotional materials and
brochures, except that LJIST will not publicly reveal your identity in connection with your
personal stories or your sensitive personal information. Except to enforce the limitations
identified in this agreement, you agree not to oppose any use of the Media or any portion
thereof.
You hereby release LJIST and waive any claims against LJIST related to the Media or any
LJIST event, including claims related to injury, illness, property damage, theft, and loss, unless
the claim is caused by LJIST’s gross negligence or willful misconduct.
Once the Media is recorded, LJIST owns exclusive rights in the Media. You agree not to seek
compensation for participation in LJIST’s events or the Media. To the extent that you might
have rights in the Media, all such rights are automatically transferred and assigned to LJIST.
You grant any consents required to fulfill the purposes of this agreement and acknowledge
that LJIST is justifiably relying upon this agreement.
Newsletter Consent
By registering for this event, you authorize LJIST to add you to their distribution contact list,
and to send you information about this and other events, resources, and other information
either through private correspondence, the LJIST Newsletter, or other LJIST communication
platforms.

This is the complete agreement between you and LJIST in relation to its subject matter. Any
dispute about the rights and liabilities related to this agreement shall be resolved exclusively
in Multnomah County, Oregon. You agree that you have not been induced and are not relying
on any other statements in entering this agreement. This agreement is binding upon your heirs,
successors, and assigns. By signing below, you acknowledge that you understand the meaning
and effect of this agreement and accept all its terms.
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